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ThumbAir: In-Air Typing for Head Mounted Displays

HYUNJAE GIL, UNIST, Republic of Korea
IAN OAKLEY, UNIST, Republic of Korea

Typing while wearing a standalone Head Mounted Display (HMD)—systems without external input devices or sensors to
support text entry—is hard. To address this issue, prior work has used external trackers to monitor finger movements to
support in-air typing on virtual keyboards. While performance has been promising, current systems are practically infeasible:
finger movements may be visually occluded from inside-out HMD based tracking systems or, otherwise, awkward and
uncomfortable to perform. To address these issues, this paper explores an alternative approach. Taking inspiration from the
prevalence of thumb-typing on mobile phones, we describe four studies exploring, defining and validating the performance
of ThumbAir, an in-air thumb-typing system implemented on a commercial HMD. The first study explores viable target
locations, ultimately recommending eight targets sites. The second study collects performance data for taps on pairs of these
targets to both inform the design of a target selection procedure and also support a computational design process to select
a keyboard layout. The final two studies validate the selected keyboard layout in word repetition and phrase entry tasks,
ultimately achieving final WPMs of 27.1 and 13.73. Qualitative data captured in the final study indicate that the discreet
movements required to operate ThumbAir, in comparison to the larger scale finger and hand motions used in a baseline
design from prior work, lead to reduced levels of perceived exertion and physical demand and are rated as acceptable for use
in a wider range of social situations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) Head Mounted Displays (HMDs) are rapidly developing.
Recent models feature expansive high resolution, high refresh rate screens capable of providing rich experiences,
while also remaining sufficiently comfortable and lightweight for prolonged use. Both end-user application
areas, such as casual gaming and entertainment [15], and professional applications, such as training [48] or
work and task support [52], are blossoming [57]. For AR, many of most compelling use cases involve relatively
uncontrolled settings such as to enhance experiences as visitors wander around a museum [68], to support
equipment maintenance tasks in the field [12], to enhance educational activities in a classroom [71] or in various
accessibility scenarios [31]. In tandemwith this growth, HMD sensing capabilities are also increasing, with current
standalone devices supporting not only accurate and responsive controller tracking but also state-of-the-art
bare hand tracking [70]. However, while these systems are impressive, they still struggle to support key high
bandwidth digital input tasks, such as text entry—a study of Microsoft’s HoloLens default keyboard interface,
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for example, reported a mean WPM of just 5.86 [18]. This is problematic as text entry is an important input
modality required for a very wide range of common, generic and everyday tasks such as entering identification
information and authentication credentials, composing written chat/messages, accessing or searching online
resources and dealing with file and system management tasks.

Reflecting the importance of text entry tasks, a wide variety of work has explored how rapid and reliable text
entry can be achieved on both VR and AR HMDs. The dominant approach mimics the traditional computer typing
experience—a virtual keyboard is presented to users, who must then select the desired keys in sequence. However,
specific implementations of this basic design are diverse. Many rely on tracked hand held controllers and use the
series of intersections between a cursor [82, 87] or ray [72, 75] and keyboard buttons generated by either a set of
discrete taps [16, 73, 91] or a continuous stroke [39, 88] to specify characters. While systems of this sort benefit
from the high accuracy of controller based tracking, text entry performance (in the range of 13.6 to 24.73 WPM
for the representative examples cited above) may be artificially limited by their reliance of cursor-based input. In
addition, using controllers makes these designs unsuitable for many AR (or casual VR) settings in which holding
and managing input peripherals is either impossible (e.g., during hands-busy maintenance) or impractical (e.g.,
during a prolonged museum visit). Projects that eschew controllers and rely on bare hand tracking have the
potential to address these limitations—to attain speeds approaching those of keyboard typing while also enabling
users’ hands to remain unencumbered. The existing performance data is promising. Using a high end marker
based optical tracking system, Dudley et al. [17], for example, achieved mean WPMs of 42.1 for two-finger in-air
typing and 34.5 for 10-finger in-air typing on a virtual keyboard. ATK [86] explored an alternative approach
and combined a relatively low fidelity consumer level finger tracker positioned directly under the fingers with
the simpler task of making individual finger strokes according to a touch typing scheme. In ATK, no virtual
keyboard is present; rather intended key entries are derived solely from finger motions. This approach places
fewer demands on tracking fidelity and the authors report relatively rapid text entry speeds of 29 WPM.
While these systems highlight the potential of achieving rapid unencumbered text entry on HMDs, they are

not currently practical. The systems reported by Dudley et al. [17] and Yi et al. [86] rely on external and/or high
performance trackers able to capture the hands and fingers from angles, and with a fidelity, that is not currently
achievable on HMDs. Indeed, due to occlusion issues, it is unlikely that the currently dominant inside-out
approach to hand tracking on HMDs will lead to reliable monitoring of the kind of downward finger strokes used
in these systems: the movements are simply too small, rapid and liable to be obscured by the hand. We argue for
exploring alternative approaches to bare hand text entry on HMDs and take inspiration for this from a prevalent
tactic on mobile devices: two-thumb text entry. This widely studied technique [14, 27, 54, 65] involves a palms-up
two-handed grip on a mobile device and the interleaved use of both thumbs to strike keys. It is prevalent—used
by up to 82% of people [66]—and data from both lab [4] and field [66] studies indicate it results in high text entry
speeds of, respectively, 50.1 WPM and 38 WPM, the peak performance rates reported in both these studies. In
addition, the hands-up pose provides a clear view of the thumbs from cameras mounted on a HMD. Despite this
advantage, the popularity of the technique and the high performance its users achieve, we are not aware of prior
work implementing thumb typing for HMDs.

This paper seeks to rectify this omission and design, develop and evaluate a thumb typing interface for the
bare hand tracking system integrated into a commercially available HMD (an Oculus Quest [70]). To achieve
this we present four studies. In the first, we capture performance with a large set of targets displayed in a
volume above the palm. We use the results to characterize in-air thumb targeting motions and, in particular,
to identify an appropriate surface on which to position keyboard keys. Inspired by common thumb-based
input devices, such as game controllers, we select a design based on four keys per thumb for further study. A
second study captures performance on all possible pairs of these keys—a sequential input task mimicking the
interleaved input that occurs during typing. We use this data to design a accurate key selection procedure and
an ambiguous keyboard layout that balances maintaining QWERTY-similarity [7] with achieving reasonable
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word disambiguation performance [29]. A third study evaluates this layout in both a word repetition text entry
task, intended to simulate expert performance, and a more realistic phrase entry task. We report final WPMs of
27.1 and 13.73 and final error rates of 3.31% (Uncorrected Error Rate) and 10.1% (Corrected Error Rate) for word
repetition and phrase entry, respectively. We complement these results with a final study that compares novice
performance with ThumbAir against a baseline freehand text entry technique that relies on index finger taps
to an in-air QWERTY keyboard [75]. The results suggest that while initial trials with ThumbAir, when users
are familiarizing themselves with the layout, may be slower than this baseline, this effect rapidly diminishes:
after entering just 15 phrases mean WPMs (at 11.24 and 12.09) did not significantly differ between the conditions.
In addition, ThumbAir led to reduced levels of perceived exertion ("gorilla arm" [34]) and was viewed as more
discreet and social acceptable than the baseline.
The contributions of this paper are two-fold. Firstly, the design of a bi-manual, unencumbered thumb-based

text entry system for a commercially available HMD. This data driven process includes a description of the
viable volume for locating thumb targets during bare hand HMD input tasks, a characterization of performance
during a sequential input task with a selected subset of targets located in this viable volume, the design of
a system to accurately detect target selections and the final computationally designed keyboard layout. The
second contribution is two evaluations of the keyboard design and layout in repetition (once) and phrase based
(twice) text entry tasks. These studies demonstrate that our keyboard design enables users to achieve rapid,
accurate, comfortable and socially acceptable bare hand text entry using the tracking systems available in a
current consumer HMD.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Text-entry on HMDs
The challenge of typing on AR/VR HMDs has provoked the design of numerous text entry systems. As many
headsets ship with a hand-held controller, early approaches sought to re-purpose the input capabilities of this
device. However, as such devices are predominantly oriented towards pointing input, performance of the resultant
systems was somewhat limited. For example, Jones et al. [41] proposed accelerometer-based gesture typing and
achieved 5.4 WPM while Shoemaker et al. [72] used a ray-casting technique and achieved performance levels of
10.1-14.5 WPM. Error rates in both these projects remained high. More recent projects have sought to integrate
traditional text entry devices and touch typing input styles into HMD scenarios, most commonly by combining a
real physical keyboard with a virtual counterpart [30, 59, 60, 67, 79]. While this taps into users’ physical typing
skills and supports rapid text entry (WPMs of between 26.3 and 43.7), it essentially tethers the user to the location
of the physical keyboard, typically a desk. One way of avoiding this limitation is to sense natural typing behaviors
against arbitrary surfaces. Zhang et al. [90], for example, used a pair of commercial wearable devices composed of
five inter-linked motion sensing finger-rings to track finger impacts on a range of surfaces. Participants operating
this system achieved very rapid text entry speeds (of 70.6 WPM) by leveraging their existing typing skills. While
this is impressive, it requires users to don two additional wearable devices. Recognizing that managing this
additional equipment may be impractical for many HMD users (and use scenarios), other authors have designed
systems that rely on sensors or surfaces built-in to the HMD itself. Numerous modalities have been proposed,
such as head rotations (13.24 WPM for expert users at the end of a longitudinal study [83]), head gestures (24.73
WPM [87]) or eye-gaze assisted touch input (11.05 WPM [3]). While performance in these systems can be rapid,
they suffer from the disadvantage that they dominate visual attention—in contrast to regular typing activity on a
keyboard or touch screen, users must visually attend to the input surface, a typically undesirable property that
precludes focusing on the written text, or anything else, while typing.
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2.2 In-air Typing on HMDs
One approach that has the potential to achieve a more familiar experience is in-air typing. A very wide variety
of designs have been proposed in this space. For example, Gupta et al. [32] captured the orientation of a finger
ring to make input on a novel rotary keyboard layout, ultimately achieving expert performance levels of 14
WPM. A more typical design involves a QWERTY-like virtual keyboard—a grid of targets that a user strikes with
one [18, 76], two [17, 75], or more fingers [17, 85, 86] to enter text. While such systems can be effective, yielding
between 9.8 [75] and 42.1 WPM [17], they typically do so by either relying on high performance external optical
trackers [17, 85] or cumbersome and potentially uncomfortable hand poses that clearly expose the tapping fingers
to an HMD based sensor. For example, Sun et al. [76] describe a system based on index finger strokes that take
place directly in front on an HMD’s cameras—short stabbing motions towards the face at eye height. A more
common design has been to present a virtual keyboard in front of a user, within ready reach, and require they
strike the keys with one [18] or both [17, 75] of their index fingers. While this pose offers advantages, such as its
resemblance to typing on a vertically mounted touchscreen, it requires maintenance of a hands-raised posture
that is widely acknowledged to cause cumulative arm fatigue (or gorilla arm [34, 38]), a problem that that may
ultimately restrict its practicality. In addition, while limited work has examined the social acceptability of HMD
input methods [47], numerous authors have remarked that a pose entailing the arms raised and directly in front
of the body may be considered awkward and undesirable [2]. As such, users may be reluctant to adopt it in a
wide range of public and semi-public settings. These concerns may additionally serve to constrain the practicality
of such approaches and highlight a need to develop in-air text entry methods that rely on input actions that are
less strenuous and more discreet.
One approach to meet these requirements has been to capture performance with in-air typing tasks in the

absence of explicit keyboards. The aim in such systems is to capture natural typing finger motions and infer
intended targets. While the results suggest this can be highly effective—from 29.2 WPM in a working system [86]
up to a possible maximum of 49.1 WPM if user performance is fully unconstrained [25]—the high fidelity of finger
tracking required again necessitates the use of external trackers. As such, while in-air typing is a promising
approach to HMD based text entry we note that current solutions are not yet practical. They are either dependant
on external trackers, meaning they cannot be used standalone, or require uncomfortable, and potentially strenuous,
artificial poses to ensure clear input. As such, we highlight a need for more research to identify viable in-air
typing schemes that can work with current inside-out HMD based tracking systems and enable users to adopt
physically comfortable and socially acceptable input poses.

2.3 Thumb Typing on HMDs
One potential solution is to use thumb input. While we are not aware of any prior implementations of in-air
thumb typing for HMDs, numerous authors have explored the idea using physical controllers. For example,
PizzaText [88] used the thumbsticks of a game controller to achieve a mean WPM of 13.77 while systems based
on thumb-trackpads [39], trackpads-plus-hover [73], or a held smartphone [58] show peak performance levels of
between 13.57 and 29.91 (after extended training). Fully wearable systems are also common. Designs include
drawing gestures over the skin of the fingers [36] and thumb-to-finger taps [81] on the finger phalanxes [80] or
nails [45]. While high levels of performance are frequently reported (e.g., up to 16 WPM in phrase typing task [80]
and 31.3 WPM in word repetition task [45]), such systems invariably rely on elaborate wearable hardware such
as touch sensing gloves [40, 49] or finger nails [45]. As such, while they highlight the strong potential of thumb
based text entry for HMDs, these systems are lab prototypes that cannot be implemented on current commercial
platforms.

Inspired by prior work on both in-air input and thumb-typing, the remainder of this paper seeks to implement
a system that combines them to achieve a comfortable, discreet, and efficient HMD based text entry system. A key
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additional goal is to design a practical system that can be implemented for the inside-out tracker on a commercial
HMD. The remainder of this paper describes our steps towards these goals.

3 PLATFORM AND ENVIRONMENT
All work in this paper was conducted using an Oculus Quest VR HMD. We note VR HMDs are often used to
design and prototype interactions intended for both AR and VR scenarios [19, 37, 87] due to the greater maturity
of the VR product category. This device features an advanced ”inside-out” bare hand tracking system capable
of capturing finger and thumb movements without additional hardware [70]. More specifically, it features a
camera-based multi-stage hand tracking pipeline that implements processes of hand detection, hand keypoint
identification, and model-based tracking [1]. It has an average finger joint angle error of 9.6◦ and an average
temporal delay of 38ms [1]. In all studies, we configured both the frame rate of HMD display and the hand
tracking system to be 60Hz. All studies and applications were developed using Unity3D and the Oculus Quest
SDK. The size of virtual hand used in all work reported in this paper was the default size specified in the Oculus
Quest SDK. Virtual hands did not vary in size by participant. To best support this device, we minimized variability
in tracking performance due to environmental issues by conducting all work in the same laboratory room and
ensuring it was always lit solely by constant fluorescent lighting. Windows were blocked by blackout curtains.
Finally, we note that all studies reported in this paper were approved by the local IRB and conducted in full
compliance with all national and institutional rules and recommendations relating to social distancing.

4 RANGE OF MOTION STUDY
Key location is a critical aspect of a keyboard design—a comfortable, effective keyboard is composed of keys in
easy and ready reach. While numerous authors have conducted studies to establish appropriate key locations in
scenarios such as touch typing on a tablet [65], thumb typing on an index finger [84] or even during in-air touch
typing [86], no prior work has explored this issue for in-air thumb typing. There is reason to suspect performance
from other settings will generalize to an in-air experience—the specific open-hand, palm-up we use, the complex
articulation of thumb movement and the lack haptic feedback inherent during in-air input will likely create a
unique performance profile [44]. To address this omission, we therefore conducted a study to establish thumb
input performance over a large set of in-air targets. The goals are to improve our understanding of in-air thumb
targeting motions and support the selection of a subset of target locations that support fast, accurate and reliable
user performance.

4.1 Methods
4.1.1 Participants. Sixteen participants (mean age 23.8 (SD=3.7), eight female, eight male) completed this study.
They were screened for right-handedness. They rated their familiarity with computers (5.0/5.0) and smartphones
(5.0/5.0) as high, and with HMDs (1.94/5.0, SD=0.93) as relatively low. The study took approximately 50 minutes
to complete and participants were compensated with the equivalent of 15 USD in local currency.

4.1.2 Study Design. The study was descriptive in design: all participants completed a single condition—tapping
in-air targets with their thumbs—in which we sought to characterize performance. Participants were required to
hold their palm up, with thumbs clearly visible to the HMD tracking system. We arranged a grid of targets above
each palm with the goal of densely populating the full range of locations comfortably in reach of the thumbs.
Through a process of subjective experimentation, we first defined a viable volume for these targets with respect
to both center of the palm and the fixed virtual hand size, as reported by the Oculus SDK. This volume ultimately
covered a range across the palm that spanned the region underneath the ring, middle and index fingers, and a
range along the palm from the base of the thumb to the base of the fingers. Due to discomfort experienced when
trying to actually touch the palm, we ensured the lowest targets were situated 2cm above the palm and defined
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Fig. 1. Target locations with x, y, and z axes marked in the range of motion study. The blue sphere is thumb starting point.

Fig. 2. Participant in the range of motion study. Participants selected a comfortable palm-up hand pose and used wrist
supports (in blue) to avoid fatigue.

the limit for highest targets based on an assessment of the vertical reach of the thumb above the palm. Based on
these constraints we ultimately selected a volume that was 6cm by 4.75cm by 4.75cm, centered 3.875 cm above
the palm, precisely centered across the palm and offset 1.25cm forward, towards the the finger tips. We then
selected a typical target shape (sphere), size (1cm diameter) and spacing (0.25cm) and uniformly populated this
volume. This resulted in a five by four by four grid of targets positioned relative to the center of the each palm:
80 targets per hand, 160 in total. In addition to this layout, we specified a start point for each thumb motion. This
was 2.5cm beyond the outer edge of the grid of targets, aligned with the grid’s center. The targets and thumb
starting position are illustrated in Figure 1.

Each trial in the study started with a blue highlight over the left or right thumb start point. After moving their
corresponding thumb to highlighted location, participants were required to dwell for 0.5 seconds, during which
time the hand model was greyed out. The hand model was then returned to skin color, one of the grid targets
was displayed in red and the participant’s task was to move their thumb quickly and accurately to intersect it. No
distractor targets were shown during this task. Trials were arranged in blocks of 160: one unique occurrence of
each target. Trials in each block were delivered in a random order and the study consisted of six blocks, the first
of which was discarded as practice. In this way, each we retained 12,800 trials (16 participants by 5 blocks by
160 trials) over the study. Each trial timed-out after a maximum of three seconds and we logged the success rate
(whether or not the participant touched the target), the touch time (measured from initial display of the target
until first contact) and thumb velocity during this period. Additionally, we recorded global changes in wrist angle
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Fig. 3. Error rate, touch time, and global changes in wrist angle in wrist for range of thumb motion study. Data is combined
from both left and right hands.

in order to estimate difficulty—the intuition being that increased wrist motions correspond to more challenging
targeting movements [9].

4.1.3 Procedure. The study took place in an empty office lit solely by uniform fluorescent lighting. Participants
were seated in front of a desk. They first read study instructions, and completed consent and basic demographics
forms. They then viewed a video clip depicting the study procedures and had the opportunity to ask any questions
to an experimenter. After indicating they clearly understood the study task, participants adjusted the position of
two wrist supporters mounted on the desk to achieve what they considered to be a comfortable palm-up hand
pose (see Figure 2). We used these wrist supporters to minimize the impact of “gorilla arm” [34], or upper limb
fatigue, during the course of this quite intensive, repetitive and prolonged study. Next, participants donned and
adjusted the HMD, then returned their wrists to the desk-mounted supports and began the study trials. There
was an enforced rest of three minutes between blocks. At the end of the study, an experimenter measured their
thumb size.

4.2 Results and Discussion
We first examined mean data for time, errors and wrist angle change. We conducted paired t-tests for each measure
to examine performance variations due to the handedness. No differences between dominant and non-dominant
hands were observed (the lowest p value was 0.225), so we combined data between hands for all subsequent
analysis. The resultant mean data for these measures are shown in Figure 3, organized to depict variations along
targets in the x, y, and z axes. The overall mean success rate per target was 83.6% (SD 23.3%), indicating that
many targets were hard to reach. This was expected: the target set was designed to clearly document the viable
range of thumb motion by extending beyond it into more challenging territory. For those target selections that
were successful, the mean touch time was 646ms (SD 179ms). This indicates that the in-air tapping task could be
executed relatively rapidly. For example, prior thumb targeting data reports targeting times of between 560ms [61]
on a mobile phone and 1500ms [46] on the fingertips. This high performance was enabled by a rapid (and not
plotted, as it was highly uniform) mean thumb velocity of 0.138m/s (SD=0.028m/s) during targeting motions.
This suggests that one factor supporting the rapid performance we observe was that participants took advantage
of the purely virtual nature of the targets to approach at high speed, pass through the targets and decelerate in
the space beyond them. We note that while this strategy is effective in the single target task studied here, it may
be less useful in a more complex task, such as typing, that involves a sequence of selections. In such a task, an
extended targeting motion for one target may make a subsequent targeting motion slower. In addition, if targets
are densely arranged, such a strategy may result in intersections with multiple targets. This result suggests that
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Fig. 4. Surface (shown in green) derived from the 18 selected targets (shown in white, left image) in the range of motion
study. The key locations (shown in red, right image) used in bigram study.

an in-air thumb keyboard will need to be carefully design to prevent such inadvertent activations. We opted not
to analyze this data statistically, as formally establishing the presence of performance variations would not serve
our objectives. Finally, we note that the measure of wrist angle change (Mean = 3.14◦, SD=1.66◦), which was
intended to capture subtler variations in the difficulty of different targeting motions, closely followed the trends
in the time and error data (with Pearson correlations of between 0.831 and 0.995). This suggests these traditional
metrics were able to effectively capture key trends in user performance.
We also examined the relationship between the thumb length (the distance from the end of thumb to the tip

of thumb) and time and error data. The mean thumb length among our participants was 5.59cm (SD=0.39cm,
Min=4.9cm, Max=6.4cm). However, Pearson correlations indicated that variations in thumb length were not linked
to either success rate (r = -0.223, p = 0.406) or touch time (r = 0.325, p = 0.219). This suggests that participants
with different thumb lengths were able to use the system with equal effectiveness.

4.3 Selecting Target Locations
To determine appropriate target locations, we first created a single performance score for each target. This was
based on normalized scores for success rate, touch time, and wrist angle; thumb velocity data was excluded as it
showed highly limited variability. Data for each of these three metrics was first inverted to ensure larger scores
corresponded to more desirable performance (i.e., higher success rate, lower times, and reduced hand rotation).
The performance score for each target was then calculated as the magnitude of the vector composed of these
three features. We then selected the top 20 scoring targets for each hand (25%) and then, as we intend to support
bi-manual input, filtered these by those that appear in both hand’s data sets. Ultimately, we retained 36 targets,
or 18 on each hand. These are shown in Figure 4 and their coordinates, and the normalized scores recorded for all
metrics, are reported in Appendix A. They were arranged in a tapered wedge aligned with the movement of the
thumb tip as it rotates around the metacarpal joint. In this set, targets above the center or ulnar (little finger) side
of the palm were physically occluded by those on the radial (thumb) side—to reach targets over the ulnar region,
the thumb would need to pass through targets above the radial region. As such, many of these target locations
were incompatible with one another.

In order to establish a more limited set of possibilities for final target locations that would avoid issues of
physical occlusion, we fit a paraboloid to the positions of the full set of targets (R2=0.154), aligned and clipped so
that it faced the thumb of each hand, maintained rectilinear edges and did not extend beyond the range of the 18
original targets. This surface specifies an appropriate set of locations on which to situate targets that will be
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Fig. 5. Study task in the Bigram study showing both hands and all eight keys. Participants were required to touch red target
first and blue target second. Annotations indicate naming conventions for the targets and were not shown during the study.

rapidly and accurately in reach. We located candidate targets on this surface by considering our design goals
of supporting quick, error (and inadvertent activation) free targeting performance on an ambiguous keyboard.
As performance with larger numbers of targets will inevitably reduce performance we opted to locate four
targets on each hand or a total of eight over both hands—eight targets are sufficient to support a wide range
of ambiguous keyboard designs [45, 81]. We located these four targets by the simple expedient of dividing the
paraboloid surface into four quarters, and placing a target at the center of each quarter. We note this four target
design bares similarity to common input devices such as directional thumb joy-pads. We believe the familiarity
of this arrangement may help to reduce novelty effects with our system. In addition, we validated these target
locations with respect to the reported sensing resolution of the Quest HMD used in this work. Measured from
the trapeziometacarpal joint of the thumb, the angular gaps between the four targets range from 17.0◦ to 35.2◦,
comfortably exceeding the Quest’s 9.6◦ joint angle accuracy [1]. This suggests the performance of the hand
tracking system used in this work should not overly impact or constrain the performance participants can achieve
when selecting these targets.

5 BIGRAM STUDY
We conducted a second study to complement the data captured in our first study. It had two objectives. First,
it captured data in a sequential input task. This is important because ambiguous keyboards [28, 43, 45, 49, 50]
feature relatively few keys (in the range of between 5 and 10), each of which is mapped to multiple characters.
They take advantage of the fact that the vast majority of possible character sequences do not represent valid words
to create accurate and effective text entry systems—although individual key entries may be highly ambiguous,
the vast majority of words can be precisely specified by appropriate sequences of ambiguous selections. However,
in order to map characters to keys, a process known as the letter assignment problem [20], in arrangements that
support good user performance, data about single input events, such as that gathered in first study reported in
this paper, is insufficient. Rather, typing is a continuous task and data about performance of sequential input
actions—how users select targets one after the other—is required. This study aimed to capture such data. In
addition, we also sought to characterise the distribution of thumb motions made during targeting. Data of this sort
has previously been captured for touch screen keyboards and used for a range of purposes, such as understanding
typing behaviors [22] and optimizing or customizing [21, 26] key locations and sizes. We captured such data in
our study to support the similar objectives: to use it to adjust our target locations and/or target selection process
in order to improve user performance.

5.1 Methods
5.1.1 Participants. Sixteen new participants (right-handed, mean age 25.8 (SD=4.1), seven female, nine male)
completed this study. They again rated themselves as highly familiar with computers (5.0/5.0) and smartphones
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(5.0/5.0) but with relatively low familiarity with HMDs (1.94/5.0, SD=0.93). The study took approximately 50
minutes to complete and participants were compensated with the equivalent of 15 USD in local currency.

5.1.2 Study Design. The study again featured a single condition. It had the goal of characterizing user performance
in the task of sequential in-air thumb taps. The candidate layout selected from the results of the first study
features eight 1cm diameter targets, so this study used the full set of 64 possible sequential pair-touches (see
Figure 5). The study was again designed with six blocks, each of which featured a single randomly ordered
occurrence of each possible pair-touch, with the first two blocks discarded as practice.

To characterize thumb motions, we opted for the simple expedient of logging the area of all thumb contact with
the paraboloid surface during each targeting task. This approach is directly analogous to closely related prior
work on touch screen typing [21, 22] which logs all finger contact points during key presses. To achieve this we
created a grid of 0.15cm diameter transparent spherical colliders (15x16) distributed evenly over the paraboloid
surface and spaced at 0.15cm intervals. Effectively, this formed a solid mesh of separate colliders. As the visually
displayed targets were spherical, we offset this collider mesh towards the thumb and along the paraboloid’s
normal vector by 0.5cm—the radius of the visually presented targets. This ensured that we captured data from
even shallow contact with the displayed targets. In addition, to log full data from each touch we considered
each touch to start and end when the thumb made and released contact with the collider grid—a style of input
analogous to interacting with a touch screen. To ensure that we captured the most diverse set of valid thumb
motions toward each target we treated any touch that contacted the correct target to be correct, irrespective of
whether or not it came into contact with other targets beforehand or afterwards. As such errors were recorded
only if participants failed to make contact with one or both of the correct targets in a trial in the correct order. In
addition, we recorded a timeout if no contact with any target occurred after five seconds. To ensure we logged a
complete set of data for each target-pair, error and timeout trials were repeated in a new random order. In this
way, the study retained data from 4096 successful trials (4 blocks by 64 pairs by 16 participants), with each trial
composed of a pair of target selections.
Trials in the study were broadly similar to the those in the first study. Each trial started by tapping a start

button, following by a fixation period during which time the hand model and all eight targets were greyed out.
After two seconds, the hand model was re-colored and two targets were highlighted - red for the first touch and
blue for the second touch. If the first and second touch were due on the same key, participants were required to
tap this key twice. When touching one of the targets, feedback was provided by applying a green highlight.

5.1.3 Procedure. The procedure broadly followed the first study. It was completed in the same environment, and
participants completed similar consent and demographic forms. Instructions were again read and exemplified via
a video. To increase ecological validity, and due to the reduced fatigue expected during the somewhat shorter data
collection period in this study, participants did not use the wrist supporters in this study. Instead, they adopted a
comfortable hands-free, palm-up, in-air posture of their own choosing. Prior to the main study, participant’s
completed an informal practice session (max five minutes) in which the eight keys were shown and they were
able to practice touching them with their thumbs. Participants then began the main study. A break of three
minutes was enforced between each block and participants were additionally able to rest between each trial if
needed. After completing the study, an experimenter measured their thumb size.

5.2 Results and Discussion
We recorded a total of 4223 trials, including 4096 successful trials and 127 failure trials in which the participant
did not touch the specified targets in the specified order. From this set of trial failures, we excluded the 26 trials
involving selection of a first target on the wrong hand—these failures likely represented confusion with regards to
the trial instructions rather than performance of the actual study task. Similarly, we excluded the 13 timeout trials,
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Fig. 6. Bigram-time and error rate divided according to trials in which both targets were on the same hand (within hand)
and those in which they were on opposite hands (between hands). Targets are described by their position: R(adial) or U(lnar)
and F(ar) or C(lose). See Figure 5 for an illustration of this mapping

thus retaining a total 88 errors for analysis. Based on this data set, we first examined the impact of participant
thumb length (Mean 6.01cm, SD=0.47cm, Min=5.5cm, Max=7.0cm) on performance using Pearson correlations,
finding no relationship with either bigram-time (p=0.465 with r=0.197) or error rate (p=0.365 with r=0.243). As in
the first study, participants’ performance was not linked to the size of their physical thumbs.
We then plotted the data—Figure 6 shows confusion matrices showing the mean bi-gram time and error rate

for all possible pairs of touches. We first analysed this data by conducting two-way RM ANOVAs on the measures
of bigram-time and error rate using the independent variables of first-touch (left or right hand) and second-touch
(same or different hand). These tests sought to establish whether there were performance variations due to
handedness or the possibility of interleaving the target selections—of overlapping input in trials in which it was
bi-manually split between the hands. As with the range of motion study, we did not detect any differences in
performance between dominant and non-dominant hands in either time or errors, suggesting that handedness
did not exert an effect. This result is positive—users should be able to use a bi-manual system effectively from the
outset. Based on this result we combined data from both the hands during all subsequent analysis. However, while
there were no differences in terms of errors, we did observe a single significant difference for the second-touch
variable: a main effect of bigram-time (F(1, 60)=4.1, p=0.047). This indicates that two touches on the same hand
showed were performed faster (730ms, SD=134ms) than a pair of touches composed of a single touch to each hand
(806ms, SD=162ms). This result suggests that participants were unable to effectively interleave input between
their hands. A potential explanation for this is that they may have needed to direct visual attention to each
individual target selection task and faced challenges with shifting visual attention to a new target on different
hand in a short period of time—due to a lack of familiarity with the in-air input task, participants may have
visually monitored each thumb movement, in effect placing a central processing limit on performance.

The overall error rate in this study was a mean of 1.67% (SD=1.47%) over all target pairs. This high level of
performance indicates all targets were in easy reach of the thumb. While this figure is inarguably low, we note it
also applies an unrealistic decision criteria for determining target selection: any contact with the specified target,
irrespective of whether it proceeds or succeeds contact with another target, is considered to be a successful trial.
Use of this criteria enabled collection of the most diverse set of valid targeting motions possible. However, it
cannot be implemented in a realistic system as intended targets are not known in advance. Accordingly, we
opted to explore error rates with more realistic and unambiguous decision criteria. Specifically, we examined
error rates based on treating the initially touched target as the intended selection and those on treating the last
touched target as the intended selection—conceptually equivalent to touch-down and touch-up events. The error
rates calculated according to these criteria were substantially elevated at means of 9.01% (SD=6.17%) and 20.89%
(SD=9.54%), respectively. These increases are likely due to a number of factors. Firstly, physical occlusion of the
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Fig. 7. Four white keys for text entry study are the refined target locations (left hand) with the mean target centroid positions
for each key. Four red keys are the previous target locations used in bigram study.

intended target by other targets. For example, of ulnar targets by radial ones. Such occlusion would result in the
thumb path intersecting an unintended target on its way to or from the intended target. Secondly, overshooting
an intended target and subsequently colliding with an unintended target. A final factor is doubtless the definition
of errors used in the study. As we did not penalize contact with non-targets, participants did not explicitly seek
to minimize these collisions. While a study applying a stricter error criteria would likely reduce the prevalence
of unintended collisions we note that it would also represent a fundamentally more difficult task, in which the
burden of avoiding unintentional collisions is placed entirely on the user. This would likely lead to elevated
errors and time data. Based on these observations, we determined that developing a technique to accurately and
unambiguously detect intended target selections from user’s thumb motions is a key next step for this work.
To address this problem, we turned to the touch profile contact data recorded from the collider mesh. As we

previously noted no performance differences dues to handedness, we first collapsed data between the hands. From
each trial we then aggregated data from all frames in which the thumb made contact with the mesh, ultimately
creating a 15x16 pixel binary image (a collision map) representing the full set of these intersections. We then
explored the design of machine learning classifiers capable of determining the intended target from the collision
maps. To build these models we constructed neural networks using PyTorch. We selected neural network models
as they can process both raw image data and other forms of numerical data (e.g., summary statistics derived
from the images). In addition PyTorch neural networks can run naively in Unity and on the Quest headset when
converted to an Open Neural Network Exchange (ONNX) format. To construct classifiers we used Leave-One-Out
cross validation (LOOCV), an approach in which each participant’s data serves as the test set for a model built
on all other participant’s data. This reduces the risk of over-fitting. Other aspects of the models and training
procedures were customized to match the features we explored.
Specifically, we examined performance with two feature sets. First, we calculated image moments for each

collision map. We used these to extract the centroids [22, 24] of the touched regions. We designed a simple
model for this data comprised of an input layer, a hidden layer, and a softmax output layer, all fully-connected
using linear transformation. To support multi-label classification, we used Adaptive Moment Estimation (ADAM)
as an optimizer and Cross-Entropy-Loss as the loss function. When training the model, we avoided under or
over-fitting by monitoring changing trends in training and validation loss per epoch. This model ultimately
attained a LOOCV classification accuracy of 97.6% (SD=1.8%). Second, we used the raw collision maps. We
first down-sampled these using linear interpolation to create a 3x4 grey-scale image. We then constructed a
simple model composed of one layer for linear transformation. We used Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
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as an optimizer and Cross-Entropy-Loss as a loss function. This model achieved an LOOCV accuracy of 98.2%
(SD=1.5%).

Results from both classifiers are strong, reporting accuracies close to the original 98.33% recorded in the study.
This suggests that contact with non-intended targets is, in general, brief and/or slight and does not preclude
reliable inference of intended targets from thumb motions. Based on these results, we made two revisions to the
target layout and selection process used in further studies in this paper. First, we opted to use the collision maps
and a version of the image-based classifier built using the full set of user data to determine selected targets. This
is due to modestly higher accuracy and lower variability in the LOOCV results compared to the centroid based
classifier. One implication of this choice is that target selections are calculated on release of the collider grid (an
event equivalent to finger-up on a touch screen) rather than in relation to contact with visually displayed targets.
Second, we refined the location of the visual targets. We achieved this by calculating all ellipses from the collision
maps for each target and using these to calculate the mean target centroid position. These positions represent, on
aggregate, the locations participant’s actually moved towards during trials. To reflect these motions, we placed
the final target locations at each of these mean positions. This process follows prior work identifying optimal
key locations for touchscreen typing [21]. The revised target locations are illustrated in Figure 7 and reported in
Appendix A.

In sum, this study recorded mean bigram-times and error rates that that were were stable across both hands and
showed relatively minor advantages for uni-manual input over bi-manual input. While error rates are somewhat
high using simple (touch-down/touch-up) selection criteria, we show how simple classifiers can be used to
dramatically improve these. It is worth contextualizing this data. In a broadly similar study involving pairs of
thumb (and finger) taps to the nails of the same hand, Lee et al. [45] report mean bigram-times of approximately
550ms and error rates of approximately 4.5%. While our times are somewhat elevated compared to this prior
study (at 768ms, SD=74ms), error rates from our classifiers are notably reduced. We argue the results are strong
enough to validate our refined target locations and target selection procedures and support further investigation
into their ability to support effective in-air thumb typing.

6 KEYBOARD LAYOUT SELECTION
We used the data from the Bigram study to inform a keyboard layout design process. The goal was to map
characters to the eight keys in our system in such a way that they can support rapid, accurate, unambiguous
and familiar input. We achieved this through three mechanisms. First we specified a limited set of layouts that
retain a strong similarity to QWERTY. Second, we defined four metrics and calculated these for each candidate
layout. Next we reviewed the layouts and filtered them based the minimum and maximum number of characters
assigned to each key. We then reviewed their performance on all metrics and selected a balanced candidate with a
strong performance profile for further study. These processes are described and defined in the following sections.

6.1 Layout Constraints
We restricted the character layouts to closely resemble QWERTY. We achieved this by considering our bi-manual
eight key layout as two rows of four keys. The top row of QWERTY characters was mapped to the top four
keys, the bottom row of QWERTY was mapped to the bottom four keys and the middle row of QWERTY was
assigned to either top or bottom keys. We also restricted column assignments by stipulating each row of QWERTY
characters was divided as equally as possible over the four key columns—there could be either two or three
characters per key for the top and middle QWERTY rows and one or two keys for the bottom QWERTY row. We
then laid out all possible character to key assignments, following the QWERTY layout and respecting the possible
sequences of character to key counts. For example, ’q’ and ’w’ could only be assigned to the top left key while ’e’
could be assigned to either the top-left key, or the next key over. We determined all possible key assignments
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Fig. 8. Keyboard layouts. Left shows the character to key mappings considered in the layout selection process. The eight
keys are shown as grey squares, overlaid with the characters that could be assigned to them. Characters in black have a fixed
key column. Characters in red could appear on the first or second column of keys (left hand); in green on the second or third
columns (between the hands) and in blue between the third and fourth columns (right hand). In addition, while top row and
bottom row QWERTY characters always appeared on, respectively, the top and bottom row of keys, all characters on the
middle QWERTY row could appear on either the top or bottom row of keys. This limited set of variations was designed to
ensure all layouts considered retain a close similarity to QWERTY. Right shows the final key layout selected for further study.

according to these constraints (illustrated shown in Figure 8, left) and then calculated all possible layouts: 524288
in total. Following prior work dealing with such restricted sets, we opted to calculate performance metrics
for all layouts [84]. The number of candidate layouts is sufficiently small that a computational optimization
process [45, 49] is not necessary.

6.2 Metrics
6.2.1 Speed. We combined our empirically captured bigram entry times with word frequencies from Norvig
[62] to calculate the text entry speed for a given layout using the standard quadratic formulation used for the
letter assignment problem [20]. This calculates, for a given layout, a single measure that expresses how quickly
text can be entered.

6.2.2 Accuracy. Accuracy was defined similarly to speed. We used the success rate of each bigram entry, together
with Norvig [62]’s word frequencies, to calculate a measure of the accuracy of text entry on each layout.

6.2.3 Qwerty Similarity. We defined a metric to model the extent to which layouts resembled the rows and
columns in standard QWERTY. Row similarity was defined as the Levenshtein distance between the characters in
each row of the QWERTY layout and the order in which those characters were assigned to the keys in the layout.
Column difference examined the characters in each QWERTY column (e.g., "QAZ") and calculated how many
different key columns these were assigned to in each layout. We subtracted one from the value for each column to
attain zero for a column arrangement than matched QWERTY. We summed these two measures to create a final
metric that expressed how distant character assignment in a layout was from the rows and columns in QWERTY.

6.2.4 Confusability. A keymeasure for ambiguous keyboard layouts is how unambiguous they are—how uniquely
sequences of key presses will accurately specify intended words. To estimate this, we calculated Lesher et al. [50]’s
confusability matrices. We closely followed a recent implementation for confusability matrices [45], which we
briefly review here. Confusability matrices assess ambiguity by calculating, for a given text prediction algorithm,
the frequency with which all pairs of letters are mistakenly selected for each other in a given text corpus. The
relative confusability of a particular key layout can then be estimated simply by summing, for each key, the
matrix cells for the characters assigned to it. We created confusability matrices using Lesher et al. [50]’s k-gram
algorithm (implemented via a dictionary of the thirty thousand most common words [11]) and a 322210 word
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Fig. 9. Layout scores for metrics of time/error (left), QWERTY similarity/confusability (center) and QWERTY similarity/Top
1% (right). Scales adjusted to show more desirable scores to the top-right. To facilitate illustration we show only the non-
dominated solutions (i.e., the Pareto sets). Scores for the selected layout are manually highlighted in red. Note that due to the
highly limited range of values calculated for time and error metrics (left), we did not consider them during layout selection.

corpus formed by combination of three mobile text entry data sets [63, 77, 78]. The confusability scores generated
from these matrices are quick to calculate and effectively capture the relatively ambiguity of each layout.

6.3 Filtering and Selection
In order to facilitate layout selection, we explored methods to filter them. We first removed layouts with less than
three or greater than four characters assigned to any key. The intuition here was that a relatively even distribution
of characters would likely yield strong layout candidates (i.e., by avoid overloaded keys with many characters
and high ambiguity) while also helping ensure the geometric arrangements of QWERTY were maintained. This
led to a set of 10782 layouts. We then reviewed the raw data for metrics. Speed and accuracy showed highly
limited variability (748-780ms and 2.0%-2.8%, respectively) over the full set of layouts; Pareto sets for these
data are shown in Figure 9. The small ranges for these two variables likely reflects the fact that we examined
a relatively small subset of possible layouts that all closely resembled QWERTY and, thus, all showed similar
empirical performance profiles. As such we judged these two variables to have limited impact and did not consider
them during layout selection. Due to challenges in contextualizing the confusability scores (68597-156939), we
additionally calculated Gong et al. [28]’s disambiguation scores for all layouts. These scores express, for a given
text corpus, set of word frequencies, number of character inputs, number of predicted words and key layout,
the mean frequency with which all words in the corpus will be correctly predicted. This is a very practical
measurement of how a given layout will behave—it estimates, as a probability, how often a user’s inputs will result
in prediction of the word they intend. We calculated disambiguation scores, assuming input of three characters,
for most frequently predicted word (Top 1%). Figure 9 shows the distribution of scores in the non-dominated set
of layouts for the metrics of QWERTY similarity, confusability and Top 1% scores. We note Top 1% scores were
strongly correlated with the original confusability scores (r(10782) = -0.748). This indicates the measures assessed
similar properties.
Based on these data, we then selected a balanced candidate attaining a good performance profile across

QWERTY similarity, confusability and Top 1% score. Our goal was to support a familiar text entry experience
without sacrificing the ability of the layout to unambiguously specify words. The character to key mappings in
this layout are shown in Figure 8 (right) while its scores for the metrics of QWERTY similarity, confusability
and Top 1% are illustrated with red highlights in Figure 9. It is worth contextualizing the Top 1% score. Notably,
the whole range for this metric is elevated compared to typical examples in the literature. In Gong et al. [28]’s
WrisText, for example, the Top 1% score for the layout they develop is 85.9%; for the layout selected here it is
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93.3%, an increase which we believe will lead to markedly better word suggestion performance. In addition,
we also calculated the Top 2% score for our proposed layout—the proportion of intended words that would
be returned within the first two suggestions—and found this to be 98.1%. This suggests that a word selection
interface featuring just two options would likely be highly effective when combined with our proposed layout.
Based on these relatively strong results, we moved forward to further studies evaluating our key layout during
actual text entry tasks.

7 TYPING STUDY: EVALUATING THE PERFORMANCE OF THUMBAIR
We conducted a study to evaluate the performance of our in-air thumb typing system. During this study

we used the target locations, target selection procedure and collider mesh based target classifier discussed and
defined in the second study. To provide a rounded assessment we targeted capture of both an approximation of
expert performance (via a word repetition task) and novice performance (via a traditional phrase entry task).
7.1 Methods
7.1.1 Participants. Fourteen new participants (right-handed, mean age 24.5 (SD=3.3), six female, eight male)
completed this study. All were non-native English speakers enrolled in a full time English language degree
program. They self-rated their familiarity with computers (5.0/5.0) and smartphones (5.0/5.0) as high, but they
had passing experience with HMDs (1.86/5.0, SD=0.53). They took approximately 70 minutes to complete this
study and each received the equivalent of 20 USD in local currency.

7.1.2 Study Design. This study was designed to assess typing performance with the keyboard and key layout
designed based on data from prior studies reported in this paper. To do this, we included two stages. Participants
first completed a word repetition task [8, 45] designed to mimic expert performance. We followed closely related
prior work [8, 45, 89] by using a 20 item word set ("the, and, you, that, is, in, of, know, not, they, get, have, were,
are, bit, quick, fox, jumps, lazy, on") which includes all English letters and approximates monogram and bigram
frequencies. Participants were presented with each word in this set in a random order and were required to enter
it seven times. There was no support for correcting entered text. We recorded Words Per Minute (WPM) [56]
from all entered words and calculated Minimum String Distance (MSD) error rate [74] at the character level. In
this stage of the study, we collected 1960 typed words (composed of 6468 characters): seven repetitions by 20
words by 14 participants.

The second stage of the study was a phrase typing task. This more realistic typing task better reflects novice
performance with the system. In this task, participants were required to correctly type a total of 40 phrases (1061
characters plus 240 spaces). We used this instruction to simulate a careful typing experience in which accuracy is
emphasized over speed. Half of phrases consisted of selected ones from MacKenzie and Soukoreff [55]’s widely
used set. In order to cover all English letters, the rest of phrases were composed of two pangrams repeated
ten times ("the quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog" and "pack my box with five dozen liquor jugs"), an
approached borrowed from closely related prior work optimizing touch screen typing [22]. Participants were able
to use basic error correction in the form of character deletion. We implemented space and delete actions via the
simple gesture of touching the collider surface with the index fingers: left for delete and right for space. These
actions involved simple finger flexion and did not require gross movements of the hand or wrist. In this task we
logged WPM, CER (Corrected Error Rate at the character level) [74], and MSD error rate [53]. We collected 560
typed phrases (40 phrases by 14 participants) in this phase of the study.

The typing system in both study phases was identical and is shown in Figure 10. As previously, the basic scene
featured the hands and the eight keyboard keys. In addition, we added a transparent object indicating the location
of the collider mesh—the touch surface on which the keys were situated. This was important as the classifier
based target selection system used in the study (see Section 5.2) was based on touching and releasing this mesh,
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Fig. 10. ThumbAir keyboard layout (a), screenshot showing the word repetition task (b), and screenshot showing the phrase
typing task (c). In (b) and (c), the trial word or phrase is displayed in green with typed text in emerald green directly
underneath. In addition, (c) shows feedback from the word prediction system—although the target word is "your", a higher
probability word stem ("to") is displayed after selection of the first two correct keys (top row, right). Characters assigned to
each key were always orientated towards the HMD to ensure they could be clearly seen by participants. Key selection was
triggered by releasing thumb from surface. The selected target was highlighted in green.

rather than the actual keys. We used this surface to convey this functionality to participants. The characters
assigned to each key were shown directly over it. Each word repetition or phrase task began with display of a
large (10 cm) target directly in front of the participant. During this period, the keyboard keys and hands were
shown in grey. After tapping this initial target, the trial word or phrase was shown and the hand and keys were
re-colored. Text entry could then begin. Key selection was triggered by releasing the thumb from the collider
surface and the selected target was then shown by briefly highlighting it in green. In each trial, the word or phrase
to be typed was shown in green directly in front of participants at a height of 70cm; entered text was shown
in emerald green underneath this. Feedback for entered text was predictive: for each typed word, we showed
the most common word or word prefix based on the currently selected sequence of keys. However, we did not
implement feedback or commands to view or navigate predicted word sets. Rather we manually adjusted word
frequency data to ensure all words in our test sets were displayed in response to entry of the full set of characters
they were composed of. This simplified the experimental system and task and matched our intention to focus on
text entry performance in the form of entering a sequence of predefined characters (i.e., a phrase from MacKenzie
and Soukoreff [55]’s set) rather than the design and use of a word prediction system and interface. We note that
while this manipulation ensured that correct task performance could be achieved by selecting the full and correct
key sequence required to enter each word, it also provided typical dynamic word prediction feedback (including
display of non-target word stems that have high probability) during typing (see Figure 10-c).

7.1.3 Procedure. The study followed similar procedures to the prior studies: it took place in same room, and fol-
lowed similar instruction delivery and enrolment processes, including the use of a video to exemplify instructions
and inclusion of a practice session. This session initially mimicked practice in the bigram study and involved
free tapping of the thumb targets for a maximum of five minutes. Participants were then exposed to the full
text entry system and provided with an explanation of the qwerty-like keyboard mapping and operation of the
predictive text feedback. They then practiced the full word repetition task with five words: "my, see, run, come,
there". After completing this practice session, the word repetition task began. After completing all 20 words,
there was a five minute break. Participants were then introduced to the space and delete gestures and completed
a practice session involving typing three phrases (not overlapped with the set in the study) from MacKenzie
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Fig. 11. WPM and MSD error rate in the word repetition task. Mean WPM was 27.1 WPM over the last three repetitions
while MSD error rate was 3.31% and gradually decreased over the full set of seven repetitions. Per participant data is included
to highlight variability in the word repetition task across different users.
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Fig. 12. WPM, CER, and MSD error rate in the phrase typing task. Mean WPMs, CER and MSD figures over the whole data
were, respectively, 12.27, 9.7% and 1.06%. In addition means from the final five phrases were, respectively, 13.73, 10.1% and
1.15%. Per participant data is included to highlight variability in the phrase typing task across different users.

and Soukoreff [55]’s set. They then completed the phrase entry section of the study. As with the bigram study,
participants held their arms in a comfortable, unsupported pose throughout the study.

7.2 Results and Discussion
In the word repetition stage of the study, participants completed a total of 1960 trials. Figure 11 shows the overall
mean WPMs for the entered words plotted by repetition and participant. It shows a very substantial improvement
between first (12.30 WPM) and second (21.5 WPM) repetition and a more gradual upward trend thereafter. This
suggests the task was relatively easy to pick up—after just a single experience. In line with prior work, we estimate
expert performance as the mean of the final three repetitions: 27.1 WPM. This is on par with closely related work
employing word repetition tasks during thumb to finger typing [45]. The fact performance during in-air thumb
typing can match that attained in systems based on directly instrumenting the hands to precisely sense physical
contact is a positive result. It suggests that current HMD trackers, when combined with careful keyboard design,
are of sufficient quality to support expert text entry at rates previously achievable only by instrumenting the
hands and fingers with dedicated worn sensors. Figure 11 shows the MSD error rate gradually decreased over the
full set of seven repetitions: from 5.1% in the first repetition to 2.8% in the final repetition. The mean of the final
three repetitions is 3.31%. This suggests that, as participants grew more familiar with the task, they were able to
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achieve speed improvements while maintaining or improving accuracy. We note such downward trends in error
rate are common in word repetition tasks [45].
In the phrase typing task, we collected data from a total of 560 trials. We excluded two trials which featured

fewer than 75% of the typed phrase from further analysis, leaving data from 558 phrase entries for analysis.
Figure 12 shows WPM, CER and MSD error rate data from these trials. Performance differed substantially from
that in the word repetition stage. Perhaps most clearly, it was slower. The mean WPM was 12.27WPM (the mean
of the final five trials: 13.73WPM), less than half that achieved in the word repetition task (27.1WPM). This
suggests that the phrase task achieved our objective of capturing novice performance levels—participants were
not able to fully automate their input in the phrase task and resorted to the more traditional hunt-and-peck style
typing behaviors common to inexperienced users. However, there is also evidence that they benefited in this task
from our work to maintain the familiar QWERTY layout. WPMs over sequentially ordered trials do not show
signs of an elbow point—a linear regression on trial sequence andWPM reveals a steady upward trend (slope=0.09,
R2=75.6%). This suggests participants were successfully and incrementally adapting their knowledge of QWERTY
to the new format of our layout. Based on the performance levels achieved in the word repetition task and the
steady slope we observe here, we suggest further practice would result in further WPM improvements. The
WPM data also stacks up well to that reported in prior systems. For example, Fashimpaur et al. [19]’s PinchType
achieves 12.54 in thumb to finger typing, but requires a high performance external optical tracking system.
The benefits conveyed by physical feedback are also clear however. In a thumb typing task on a VR controller
surface, Son et al. [73] report WPMs of up to 20.56. We suggest that the inherent lack of haptic feedback may
increase the challenges of in-air typing for novice users [42].

While WPMs showed signs of steady improvement, error data remained relatively flat over all trials, showing
no substantial relationship with increased experience in the task (R2=0.077). In terms of corrected error rate,
mean performance was 9.70% (SD=3.92%) and the mean of the final five trials was 10.1%. This is a typical score for
CER in novice typing performance. Prior work reports 9.75% CER [73] in text entry on handheld controllers and
13.3% CER [19] with a system based on in-air hand tracking. Furthermore, the uncorrected error rate, which we
calculated as the MSD error rate, was low over all the trials (1.06%, SD=0.76%), with many participants recording a
median of zero. In addition the mean over the final five trials was 1.15%. This indicates that participants performed
the phrase typing task carefully throughout the study, correcting the vast majority of errors they committed.
Beyond these analysis of the two typing tasks, we also explore two further fundamental issues. First, as in

prior studies, we examined the relationship between the thumb length and performance in both tasks using
Pearson correlation. Thumb lengths in this study were an average of 5.81cm (SD=0.34cm, min=5.0cm, max=6.3cm).
Variations in thumb length were not significantly related to any of the metrics from either study task. We once
again that conclude thumb length did not impact performance: users can operate our system effectively, regardless
of their hand size. Second, we explored the key level accuracy, defined as the proportion of times participants
selected the correct key during the phrase typing task, to gain a more detailed understanding of how our target
selection classifier performed in practice. This measure combines incorrect target selections due to cognitive
errors (i.e., choosing to select the wrong key) with performative (or classifier) errors in which a user attempts to
select the correct key, but fails and selects another key instead. Mean key level accuracy was 92.6% (SD=2.4%), or
5.6% lower than the accuracy reported during the LOOCV procedures used to assess the classifiers developed in
the second study (98.2%). While some of these additional errors are doubtless due to failures in the classifier, we
suggest the majority are likely cognitive in nature and due to, for example, problems interpreting feedback from
the word prediction system (which may display non-target word prefixes during partial word entry). Evidence
to support this assertion comes from closely related prior work. Examinations of mean key level accuracy for,
respectively, two-thumb text entry systems on soft tablet keyboards [65], miniature physical keyboards [14],
and soft smartphone keyboards [4] are 94.8%, 93.9% and 89.2%. Our data fall squarely in the middle of this
range, suggesting they may represent typical rates for thumb typing in general. This analysis, combined with
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the generally good performance recorded throughout the study, suggest our classifiers performed more or less
as expected during this study. Indeed, the results of this study arguably serve as an effective validation of the
performance of our key classifier as it includes both a new participant group and a more complex and naturalistic
task.

8 COMPARISON STUDY: COMPARING THUMBAIR AGAINST A BASELINE
Building on the results of the typing study, we conducted a follow-up study that sought to contextualize and

ground the performance data we report for ThumbAir. We achieved this by exploring typing performance in a
more realistic pose (standing), by capturing salient aspects of participants’ experiences and opinions via standard
exertion, workload and social acceptability questionnaires as well as through short interviews and, finally, by
contrasting ThumbAir’s performance against that achieved in a baseline in-air typing system implemented
following a design that has been frequently proposed in prior work [18, 75]. This design requires a user to use
their the index fingers to strike keys on a QWERTY layout keyboard positioned directly in front of their body. We
opted to compare ThumbAir against this design due to both its prevalence in the literature, and the equivalence
of its design goals to our own: this design also enables unencumbered, internally tracked, in-air typing input.

8.1 Methods
8.1.1 Participants. We recruited twelve new participants (right-handed, mean age 20.33 (SD=2.64), five female,
seven male). They self-rated their familiarity with computers (4.75/5.0), smartphones (5.0/5.0), and thumb typing
on smartphones (5.0/5.0) as high, but they had relatively low familiarity with HMDs (1.92/5.0, SD=0.51) and very
limited experience with typing on HMDs (1.0/5.0). They were all non-native English speakers enrolled in a full
time English language degree program. They took approximately 60 minutes to complete this study and each
received the equivalent of 15 USD in local currency.

8.1.2 Materials and Study Design. This study contrasted two conditions: ThumbAir and a Baseline. ThumbAir
was configured as in the typing study (see Section 7.1.2), while the Baseline was implemented following a
frequently proposed and studied in-air keyboard design [18, 75]. It is illustrated in Figure 13 (left) and involves
a QWERTY keyboard located in the space immediately in front of a user; text is entered by striking keys with
either index finger. Following recommendations in the literature, we situated this keyboard 35cm below and
50cm forward of the HMD [18, 75]. Keys were 22mm square [18]. We included space and delete keys on the right
side of the keyboard, provided a green highlight when contact with a key was made and implemented a simple
debounce routine that blocked multiple key selections within 200ms of each other. For both ThumbAir and the
Baseline system, we displayed the instructions (i.e., the phrases to type) and entered text just above the input
surface—see Figure 13.

All participants completed both conditions in a fully balanced repeated measures arrangement. Each condition
was composed of two sequential sessions, a manipulation we included to enable us to examine short term learning
rates. Each session featured 15 randomly selected phrases from Mackenzie and Soukoreff’s phrase set [55]. We
filtered the phrases to ensure they only contain words that appear in ThumbAir’s dictionary. In this way, in total,
we collected 720 phrases (2 conditions by 2 sessions by 15 phrases by 12 participants). Metrics were both objective
(WPM, CER) and also subjective: for each condition we captured standard measures of perceived exertion (BORG
CR10 [10]) and workload (NASA TLX [33]). We also used a questionnaire for social acceptability [2] that asks
participants to report on the places (e.g., home, street) in which they would be willing to perform a input task
and individuals/groups (e.g., alone, partner, colleagues) they would be willing to perform that task in front of.
Finally, we asked participants for their comments and opinions on each of the text entry systems.
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Fig. 13. Baseline (left) and ThumbAir (right) interfaces in the comparison study. Participants stood throughout the study.
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Fig. 14. Box plots showing CER (left) and WPM (center) recorded in the comparison study. Right figure shows how WPM
varies as more phrases are typed (shaded area represents 95% CI) and includes linear regression lines (which are dotted),
equations and fit. Note that high variability for each per-phrase mean is expected and that interpretation of this plot should
focus on the regression lines and fit—these reflect the observed trends over the whole duration of the study.

8.1.3 Procedure. The study used the same setting and equipment, and followed broadly similar procedures, to
prior studies reported in this paper. Participants first read study instructions and watched a video demonstrating
both typing systems. They did not complete any practice sessions; we sought to assess genuine novice performance.
In addition, they conducted all tasks standing, a realistic HMD use posture for a very broad range of scenarios,
and one that has previously been used to study performance in the design that inspired our Baseline system [75].
They next completed two sequential sessions, separated by a break of three minutes, for one of the typing systems.
They then filled in study questionnaires and gave qualitative comments about their experience. After another
five minute break, they completed the same process with the other typing system.

8.2 Results and Discussion
We captured 720 typed phrases in this study; five phrases produced by two participants in the Baseline condition
were truncated, most likely by inadvertent and premature contact with the enter key. We excluded these five from
our analysis and then calculated WPM and CER from the remaining set of 715 phrases. In addition to dividing the
data by typing condition, we also divided it by session to enable us to examine short term learning rates. This data
is shown in Figure 14 (center, left) and we analyzed it with a pair of two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs. For
WPM, we recorded a full suite of significant differences: the interaction (F(1, 11)=10.545, p=0.008, [2

𝐺
=0.050) and

main effects of condition (F(1, 11)=9.377, p=0.011, [2
𝐺
=0.206) and session (F(1, 11)=70.960, p<0.001, [2

𝐺
=0.224). The

interaction effect indicates that performance changes between the two sequential sessions differed between the
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Table 1. Mean subjective data recorded in the baseline study for NASA TLX and Borg CR10. Figures in brackets show SD.

Nasa TLX Borg CR10
Mental Physical Temporal Perf. Effort Frust. Shoulder Arm Forearm Wrist Hand

Baseline 2.83 (2.1) 6.17 (3.9) 4.92 (4.6) 6.5 (4.4) 7.25 (5.3) 4.58 (5.8) 2.79 (2.2) 1.71 (1.9) 1.5 (2) 1.46 (1.9) 1.5 (2.2)
ThumbAir 3.33 (2.3) 2.58 (2.6) 4.17 (4.2) 6.42 (5.2) 7.42 (5.5) 4.42 (4.5) 1.08 (0.8) 0.83 (0.7) 0.75 (0.7) 0.83 (0.9) 2.04 (1.6)

two typing conditions. To explore these trends, we ran paired t-tests on the data from each session individually.
The results show that while Baseline leads to a significantly higher WPM in the first session (p=0.001), there
is no significant difference in second session data (p=0.167). This suggests that the main effect of condition is
primarily due to the improved performance recorded for Baseline in the first session and that the main effect of
session mainly reflects the performance improvement observed for ThumbAir in the second session. To explore
this change in more detail, we plotted WPM data by phrase entered (see Figure 14 right) and fit linear regression
lines: ThumbAir shows a steeper slope (0.1402 vs 0.0877 for Baseline) and good fit (r2 = 0.81). While per-phrase
means show, as expected, high variability, the trends over the full set remain relatively clear and consistent. We
conclude that participants initially struggled due to unfamiliarity with ThumbAir’s layout. However, they were
able to rapidly pick it up: after typing 15 phrases, performance was not significantly different to that attained
using a more standard QWERTY design. This strong performance likely reflects our emphasis on maintaining
close QWERTY similarity during the design of ThumbAir’s keyboard layout. We also note that basic performance
levels recorded are representative of those in the literature: our mean Baseline WPM of 12.09 WPM is 20% higher
than that recorded for the keyboard design and implementation it is based on [75]. This boost that may be due to a
wide variety of factors, most likely to improvements in finger tracking technology. In terms of CER, no significant
differences were recorded in either interaction or main effect. In addition, we note these CER figures are typical of
those reported in closely related studies of HMD based bare hand text entry (7.6% to 13.3%) [19, 75], but somewhat
elevated when compared more mature platforms such as smartphones (approximately 5%) [5]. Finally, MSD error
rates were low in both ThumbAir (Mean=0.34%, SD=0.30%) and Baseline (Mean=0.15%, SD=0.27%). This indicates
that participants corrected the vast majority of typing errors that occurred in the study.
Subjective feedback data for Borg CR10 and NASA TLX are shown in Table 1. We analyzed this data with

Bonferroni corrected paired t-tests, ultimately uncovering significant differences in two measures. Participants
reported higher levels of perceived exertion at the shoulder (p-value = 0.049) in the Baseline condition. Specifically,
they reported that the Baseline condition led to moderate levels of perceived shoulder exertion versus very weak
levels during use of ThumbAir. In addition, they reported increased physical demand in the Baseline condition
(p-value = 0.045). These data suggest that the Baseline condition suffered from "gorilla arm" [34, 38] but that
the more relaxed posture of ThumbAir, with the hands lowered and the arms close to the body, largely avoided
this. This result is in line with prior work in which such poses have been suggested as targets for reducing
exertion levels during input tasks [34]. In addition, we analyzed the social acceptance questionnaire by the simple
expedient of summing the number of locations and groups participants selected. This creates counts for each
condition of the number of locations in which participants would perform input, and the number of groups they
would perform it in front of. We then tested these counts using paired t-tests, recording significant differences
for both locations (p=0.002) and groups (p=0.001). Specifically, while participants indicated they would use the
Baseline condition in a mean of 2.33 locations (SD 1.23)), they indicated they would use ThumbAir in a mean
of 4.5 locations (SD 1.78). For groups this data was 4.08 (SD 1.08) for Baseline and 5.42 (SD 0.79) for ThumbAir.
These results indicate that participants felt it would be socially acceptable to use ThumbAir in a greater number
of real world contexts. Qualitative recorded at the end of the study shed light on this issue. With ThumbAir six
participants noted the input actions resembled current practices, such as use of a smartphone. This familiarity
increased their sense the input would be acceptable in social situations. Additionally five described the small
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inputs motions as discreet or hard to observe, factors that were also viewed to make them more acceptable. These
findings are in line with prior work [47]. In contrast for Baseline, five participants noted the input would be
"strange", "weird" or "odd", and four further suggested this problem is due to the fact the required finger motion is
"uncommon" or otherwise unintelligible to bystanders. More positively, two noted that they felt that it would be
more socially acceptable if they provided an explanation for their behavior, or readily envisaged a future when
this type of input becomes socially acceptable due to its prevalence.

9 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper describes the process of designing an in-air thumb typing keyboard for the inside-out hand tracker
available on a standalone off-the-shelf HMD. It targets a casual use-scenario in which an AR or VR HMD user lacks
external input devices but wishes to type on their headset to meet various needs, such as sporadic messaging [35],
note taking [13], authentication [23] or other personal information management tasks [51]. It takes account
of factors such as comfort [10], workload [33] and, reflecting the fact that input may take place in a range of
settings, the social acceptability [2] of the input by focusing on small and discreet input actions [47]. Our design
process was data-driven and empirical. First, we sampled performance over a broad range of target locations
to understand viable regions in which to locate keys and how users would move towards them. Based on the
results, we designed an arrangement of four targets for each hand in ready reach of thumb when it is rapidly
articulated with gross rotations of the metacarpal joint. These movements are comfortable, quick and relatively
large scale. As such, they are easy to track (comfortably within the HMD’s reported finger tracking accuracy [1])
and also easy to execute in the absence of haptic feedback (from the user’s point of view). We then used these
targets in a follow up study examining bigram performance—tapping targets in sequential pairs. We used the data
from this study to refine target locations and design a novel target selection system (a classifier based on finger
intersections with a virtual surface) that achieves a high level of accuracy (98.2%). In addition we used this data
in a computational process to inform the design of a novel keyboard layout. The layout we ultimately selected
emphasized a high level of QWERTY similarity and low levels of ambiguity with respect to entered words. In a
third study, we evaluated the target locations, selection system and keyboard layout in word repetition and phrase
typing tasks, ultimately achieving final WPMs of 27.1 and 13.73, respectively. We believe this level of performance,
achieved on an on-the-shelf HMD hand tracker, represents a meaningful achievement. Both word repetition and
phrase entry speeds approached or exceeded those previously attained in closely related prior work that relies on
dedicated worn hardware [36, 45, 80] or external optical tracking systems [17, 19, 73]. We ground this data with
a final study that compares performance with ThumbAir against a baseline in-air typing design in a phrase-entry
task. In addition to objective measures we collect qualitative measures of perceived exertion, workload and social
acceptability. The results indicate that while objective performance between the two designs is broadly similar,
ThumbAir offers advantages in terms of the qualitative metrics: it induces significantly lower levels of perceived
exertion and physical demand and is rated as acceptable for use in a wider range of situations that the baseline.
These are key qualities that match our goal of creating a typing system to support a range of casual HMD use
scenarios. In sum, our work demonstrates that rapid, accurate, comfortable and socially acceptable in-air thumb
typing performance can be achieved using currently available consumer hardware.

Despite these positive conclusions, there are a number of limitations to this work and, similarly, a wide range
of directions for future study. Perhaps most foundationally, while the metacarpal flexes we study represent
the dominant thumb motion performed by our users, it is simple and arguably fails to take advantage of the
high dexterity, and degrees-of-freedom, available to the thumb [44]. Future work might further investigate the
potential for detailed in-air thumb motions involving lateral movements, flexes of inter-phalangeal joint, or more
complex compound actions such as ”pokes”. It would also be important to extend the studies reported in this
paper with work that examines a range of more diverse settings. We used a seated pose to avoid fatigue during
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our first three prolonged studies and a standing pose in our shorter fourth study. A valuable complement to this
lab-based work would be an exploration of in-air typing performance while walking [45]). These more mobile
scenarios are commonplace in HMD applications and particularly relevant for AR: our system needs be assessed
in them. The performance we observe while seated and standing may not fully generalize to more dynamic
poses and settings. It would also be interesting to explore the impact of customization on performance. While we
note our studies showed no variations that could be explained by hand size, and we used a fixed virtual hand
size throughout our work, mismatches between a users’ body and its representation in AR/VR are known to
exert a wide range of effects [69]. It would be interesting to evaluate whether using scaling or other types of
customization to minimize mismatches between a user’s real and virtual hands can boost performance in the
types of text entry tasks studied here. In addition, while the studies in the paper target various aspects of typing
performance, we did not conduct a prolonged, multi-session study [65, 73]. Data about in-air thumb-typing from
such a study would closely complement the results we report here.
Finally, we also note that while this paper documents the design and evaluation of a keyboard layout, a full

typing system is a more sophisticated artifact. Immediate future work will need to redesign or integrate a wide
range of features into our system to truly enable users to type. For example, as our keyboard is ambiguous, a
interface for word selection needs to be defined. As the proposed layout shows a high Top 2% [29] score of 98.1%,
a simple system featuring two word choices is likely viable. These limited selections could therefore be activated
by simple hand gestures, such as flexing all fingers (or making a fist) with the left or right hands. However,
it is also worth noting that word selection and prediction systems do not universally result in improved text
entry speeds [6]. Although a two choice design may be practical for ThumbAir, it would also need be highly
accurate in order to allow users to achieve greater WPMs. The cost of errors in word prediction systems are
high. Alternatively, an effective design might integrate advanced feedback, such as display of confidence in its
predictions [6] which may allow users to better recover from errors. Finally, we note a realistic keyboard will
also require mode switching to support entry of numbers or symbols. This might be achieved by a palm open
gesture with one hand which could be overlaid with a numeric keypad or other symbol entry system [64]. By
continuing to develop our system to achieve full text entry functionality we hope to enable users of current AR
and VR HMDs to use the hand tracking built into their existing headsets to type comfortably, discreetly, rapidly
and accurately.
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A TARGETS AND KEY LOCATIONS
In the range of motion study, we chose 18 target locations above each hand based on users’ ability to select
them rapidly and accurately with their thumbs. We used these locations to derive a paraboloid surface and an
arrangement of four key locations, which we use in bigram study. We present the locations of these targets here.
Table 2 shows coordinates for the 18 selected targets. Table 3 shows the coordinates of the refined key locations,
which we use in text entry study. The refined key locations were derived with the mean target centroid position
by calculating all ellipses from the collision maps for each target.

Table 2. Coordinates of the 18 targets on the left hand used to derive the paraboloid surface and four key locations used in
bigram study. Units are in mm and all coordinates are relative to the center of the palm (as returned by the Oculus SDK).
Locations were mirrored for the right hand. The table also depicts the normalized scores of the three metrics (success rate,
touch time, and wrist angle) used to calculate the target performance scores (see Section 4.3).

Target ID 1 2 41 42 43 81 82 9 49 50 89 90 17 57 58 97 98 65
X Coordinate 6.25 18.75 6.25 18.75 31.25 6.25 18.75 6.25 6.25 18.75 6.25 18.75 6.25 6.25 18.75 6.25 18.75 6.25
Y Coordinate -20 -20 -32.5 -32.5 -32.5 -45 -45 -20 -32.5 -32.5 -45 -45 -20 -32.5 -32.5 -45 -45 -32.5
Z Coordinate -25 -25 -25 -25 -25 -25 -25 -12.5 -12.5 -12.5 -12.5 -12.5 0 0 0 0 0 12.5
Success rate 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Touch time 0.91 0.80 1.00 0.95 0.74 0.92 0.94 0.81 0.95 0.88 0.88 0.91 0.83 0.90 0.87 0.88 0.87 0.87
Wrist angle 0.93 0.86 1.00 1.00 0.87 0.91 0.94 0.86 0.95 0.93 0.85 0.93 0.78 0.84 0.84 0.80 0.87 0.80
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Table 3. Coordinates of the refined key locations used in text entry study for the left hand. Units are in mm and all coordinates
are relative to the center of the palm (as returned by the Oculus SDK). Locations were mirrored for the right hand.

Key Name Radial Close Radial Far Ulnar Close Ulnar Far
X Coordinate 28.89 26.96 15.65 12.97
Y Coordinate -20.73 -42.29 -20.73 -42.29
Z Coordinate -28.84 -21.17 -16.78 -10.05
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